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06.2019
Hacking Health Ottawa
Hackathon at Shopify
Won People's Choice Award

Infosys 05.2020 - Now
Technical Consultant, Technical Lead
II provide insights on technical matters, on the Drupal platform, in PHP (backend). I also code in SaSS, JS, HTML and CSS 
(frontend technologies) to implement visual designs. I ensure site accessibility. I have developed frontend templates to match 
Adobe Experience Designs. Pages implemented follow responsive designs (to be viewed from mobile, tablet or desktop). I 
lead the team with daily scrums. I help creating environments in Docker, under virtual machines in Linux. I have developed 
scripts to ensure coding standards are respected with Lint syntax checking, verification and automated fixes. I maintain the 
systemsystem with Panaya / Jira defects logged by the team and client for continuous requests and improvements in an Agile form. 
I have trained the team in cybersecurity best practices to prevent SQL Injections, prevent XSS vulnerabilities, malicious file 
uploads, private file access, eval, fork bombs, DDOS. Encryption methods were also taught. Helped the team with GIT 
branching strategies.

RealDecoy 06.2009 - 08.2019
Web Developer, Technical Lead, Technical Solutions Architect, International Teacher
I have deployed over 50 projects under 10 years at RealDecoy. I’ve started as a pure php developer, quickly drawn into Drupal 
and Wordpress platforms, developing custom modules for both platforms. I’ve created migration scripts for product 
catalogues imported into Magento. I’ve built complex forms and interfaces in HTML, JS and CSS. I’ve supported browsers 
from IE5 and above. I’ve used versioning systems such as SVN, Mercurial & Git. I’ve built discrete internal systems handling 
finance. I’ve built multi-languages applications, fixed character encoding issues related to languages. I’ve created and 
ararchitected backup and disaster recovery plans. I’ve built complex search algorithms, interfaces, relevancy rankings 
strategies. I’ve provided clients with dashboards of analytical data: From Google analytics to Information Discovery, I’ve 
developed custom metrics and charts. I taught Oracle Commerce products training internationally. I’ve built internal systems 
that interacted with employee attendance, birthdays, praise (reward system), news groups and forums.

Notable works for clients include: Canadian Department of National Defense, American Express, Home Hardware, Barclays 
and OC Transpo.

A complete list of historical data, projects and experience can be found on LucLaverdure.com
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Student President 2006-2007
Cégep de l’Outaouais
Elected by students



LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET, CONSECTETUR ADIPISCING ELIT, SED DO EIUSMOD TEMPOR INCIDIDUNT UT LABORE ET DOLORE MAGNA 
ALIQUA. QUIS IPSUM SUSPENDISSE ULTRICES GRAVIDA. RISUS COMMODO VIVERRA MAECENAS ACCUMSAN LACUS VEL FACILISIS. 
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